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Custom Golf Club: Custom fitting golf clubs
Every golfer's physical capability and swing is distinctive. Many of today's best golf clubs can be
custom fit for lie angle, shaft type and length, grip type and size. Custom fitting golf clubs involves
several easy measurements and a quick self-assessment of your game. This custom golf club has
become more than a fad that even not so professional golfers test its waters.
Custom fitting is the process for tailoring a golf club to suit your personal swing.
Whatever your level, with a custom golf club the aim is to ensure that if you do make a good swing, the
club will be square at impact and should produce a straight shot.
Custom Golf Club How To's:
To custom fit your golf clubs, you need to know: your gender (male or female); your height in your
stockings or socks; the distance from your wrist (where it bends) to the floor with your shoes off; your
age; your handicap or skill level; how fast you swing a golf club; what club you use at the 150 yard
marker.
Gender is used to put you into the correct fitting scale for custom golf clubs. The golf industry uses
different definitions of "standard length" for men and women.
Your height and the distance in inches from your wrist to the floor are used together to determine the
length of a custom golf club that is appropriate for you. The starting point for club length can vary up
to 3 1/4-inch ranging from ladies to men plus 1 “-inch. A tall person with long arms can very easily
require shorter clubs than an average height person with short arms. About 80 percent of golfers are
standard length.
Your age, handicap (if you happen to have one), self-assessed skill level, estimated golf swing speed
and club you use at the 150 yard marker are all combined to determined the custom golf club's shaft
flex that is appropriate for you.
Custom fitting can fix your slice. If you slice the ball it means that the toe of the club is leading into the
ball which opens the face of the club. That may be down to a swing fault, but it could be because the
club is too flat. So as part of the custom fitting process you can make the custom golf club more upright
to help with this. This will mean that the toe of the club will be slightly off the ground at address to
compensate.
There are different methods of fitting according to custom golf club manufacturers but ultimately they
are all trying to improve your game. To begin with simple measurements such as wrist-to-floor, height
and hand size are taken and will point you to the right size club and at what angle it should be to the
ground. Then you will take a club and hit some balls. One method is to place impact tape on the bottom
of the custom golf club and an impact board on the floor.
As you hit the ball the board will leave a mark on the tape showing whether the heel or the toe of the
custom golf club is striking the floor first. The resulting mark will show whether the club face needs to
be flatter or more upright. Then things get a bit more advanced. Analysis equipment can measure
everything from your club speed to the side spin of the ball so that you can get maximum distance from

your shot. You can also measure the launch angle of the ball, how much backspin you generate and
impact efficiency - all which affect distance. The angle in which the custom golf club approaches the
ball and the sidespin of it can help fix your game too.
Rather than bringing down your old clubs, it might be better to start from scratch. It's a big
misconception that custom fitting is only for good golfers. Anyone can benefit. That said, if you plan to
upgrade a new set of clubs with the same manufacturer they may be able to adjust your old set to
become custom golf clubs.
Custom fitting won't cure all your bad shots. Coaching will sort that out. But if you do make a good
swing, then the custom golf club will arrive correctly at impact and should produce a straight shot at
your target. That alone will save shots during a round.
Lastly, custom fitting is often free of charge. But it is usually on the condition that you buy some clubs
once you've been fitted. So it really depends on what your budget is. If you're prepared to buy a new set
of clubs it's definitely worth getting fitted.

Golf Apparel
When it comes to golf apparel, you really have many choices available. What to wear isn't always first
on the golfer's mind, but choosing the right golf apparel can make a difference in playing well and
playing not so well. It's true!
Many golf clubs have rules as to what golf apparel is acceptable on their course. This usually means no
tank tops or short shorts, all players must wear shirts with collars, and no jeans are allowed. Other
courses are less restrictive in their clothing and you can choose what you want to wear as long as it is
tasteful.
Generally male golfers will wear khaki pants and a collared polo shirt. In warm weather, fitted shorts
are generally permitted as part of the golf apparel. Most men will also opt for a hat to keep the sun out
of their eyes.
Golf apparel for women, however, can run the gamut. Golf skirts are very popular for female golfers
because they are less restrictive, but others opt for shorts or loose pants. Polo shirts are also worn by
women - some sleeveless polos are also allowed on upscale courses. Women tend to opt for visors to
keep the sun away although hats are another option.
When choosing your golf apparel, you should take care that the clothing is not too restrictive. You will
want plenty of room to move around because your golf swing depends on your body moving in a fluid,
smooth motion. There's nothing worse than clothing that is too tight - especially on the golf course.
When choosing pants or shorts, it's convenient to have pockets. Many golfers like to have pockets so
they can carry golf tees, divot fixers, ball markers, and even extra balls, although we don't recommend
the latter as it can throw off your swing quite a bit.
You will want to choose clothes that are made of lightweight, breathable fabrics - especially if you golf
primarily in cold weather. Many manufacturers of golf apparel know this and keep it mind during
production, so it shouldn't be difficult to find clothing like this.
You can find adequate golf apparel in many places. Golf course pro shops will carry specific lines of
golf clothing that will conform to their dress code, but they will be a bit more expensive than buying
them in a store. Find a golf store and you will find a great selection of golf apparel to choose from.
Finally, you can get some great deal on golf apparel on the Internet in many, many places, often at
discount prices.

Golf Bags for Beginner Golfers
You might be a golf beginner looking for your first set of golf clubs and equipment or a pro shopping
for upgrades, but all will agree that golf bags are essential in the game. Next to golf clubs, a golf bag is
one of the most important golfing equipment there is.
It is considered a necessity. A good golf bag will lessen your worries on the golf course, (i.e. all your
clubs are in their proper place) and you can focus on your teeing.
If you're a beginner golfer, then golf bags are definitely a must. However, there are things that you
should know before going to the nearest golf store and buying a golf bag on impulse. First, there are
two types of golf bags? carry bags and cart bags.
Carry bags are golf bags that are used when you are planning to have a lot of walking on the golf
course. Cart golf bags are those that you use when walking is not possible (as some golf courses
prohibit walking), and riding a golf cart is your option. A beginner golfer will most definitely buy a
walking bag at first, although if you are a serious beginner of the game, then you will eventually buy
both types of golf bags.
If you are a newbie in the game, you might ask "What is a golf bag for? I only have four golf clubs." A
golf bag is a functional equipment rather than a fashion statement. It is not just for your golf clubs, but
it can also hold your other golf equipment and accessories. Some advanced golf bags even have pocket
coolers that can keep your drink ice-cold even for hours! You might want to consider that, especially
when you will buy a carry golf bag.
When buying a golf bag, especially a carry golf bag, find a comfortable one. One should check the
straps to see if it fits comfortably and whether it can be carried easily. Remember that your golf bag
will be one of your trusted companions on the greens, and that you will spend hours with it. So choose
wisely. Don't buy low quality bags, because you will end up purchasing another bag in the next few
months if your old golf bag tears up. You should also buy your golf bag depending on the number of
golf clubs that you have. Most golf bags can carry up to 15 golf clubs. A tournament however limits the
number of golf clubs in your golf bag.
Another important thing to consider when purchasing a golf bag is its weight. This is one of the most
important things to know. Golf bags should be light enough to be carried or carted easily, but sturdy
enough to hold your clubs and protect them. Some golf bags are even water resistant, and are rain
proofed for the protection of your clubs. Most of these golf bags have 8 or 9 dividers or pockets. Again,
the number of dividers that you will need depend on the amount of clubs and accessories you will
carry. If you have many golf clubs then choose a golf bag with many dividers. However, these types of
golf bags have the tendency to be heavier. Some bags can weigh less than 5 pounds! These types of
bags are made up of space-age materials such as graphite, however, they more expensive.
Remember that when buying golf bags, the lighter it is, the better and more comfortable it will be.

Golf Carts
While many people think that golf isn't really golf unless you walk the course, the reality is that some
people just can't do that. That's where golf carts come in handy. This author personally won't play golf
very often without the benefit of a golf cart, but that's just my preference - I tend to be a little lazy. But
with the new golf carts that are out today, they really can make golf a little more enjoyable.
Besides not having to haul your golf bag around with you, the golf cart can also help you avoid fatigue
and carry along a cooler of snacks, soda, or beer along with you if that's what you like to do when you
golf. You can also get a good rest on a hot day when you use a golf cart to navigate the course.
There are basically three big golf cart manufacturers that dominate the golf cart market:
* Yamaha
* EZ Go
* Club Car
Some golf carts are powered with small gas engines while others are electrically powered. The electric
golf carts were the first mass-produced electric vehicles for private consumer use. Modern golf carts
may have car-like styling despite being no bigger than a traditional golf cart. Accessories such as audio
entertainment systems, custom wheels, and custom body panels in an assortment of colors are now
being offered as choices for the personal golf cart.
Golf carts aren't just used on the golf course. Some small communities or neighborhoods will use a golf
cart where their lack of pollutants, lack of noise, and safety for pedestrians and other cars are
beneficial. While purpose-built for general transportation, these are called Neighborhood Electric
Vehicles and they have various operating limitations such as top speed and heavy regulation on street
use. They do resemble traditional golf carts in style, but some are enclosed to accommodate for use in
all types of weather.
There is a huge market for aftermarket parts on golf carts. Each major manufacturing company has
their own line of aftermarket parts to enhance off-road capabilities. Because golf carts can have a long
life, people often buy used golf carts making these aftermarket parts very valuable to people who need
to fix broken parts of their golf cart.
Golf carts are considered by many golfers to be an essential part of the golf game. Others just think the
golf cart make a golf course more dangerous. Either way, the truth is golf carts can really help make the
game more enjoyable by leaps and bounds.

Golf Clubs
Your golf clubs can really make a difference in how well you play the game of golf. New
advancements in golf club technologies make lighter, bigger, and better golf clubs available to the
experienced as well as inexperienced golfer. How do you know what to look for in golf clubs?
For the novice golfer, the basic set of golf clubs consists of drivers, wedges, putters and irons. Using
the proper type of golf club will help the beginner learn quickly and achieve results. Each different type
of club is designed to help with swing speed and to correct faults to improve your game - and your
score.
You must take into consideration the style, size, and type of material used to make the golf club shaft.
One of the less expensive materials is steel. Golf clubs with a steel shaft weigh more but can be longerlasting than other types. The steel shaft may also give you more control over those fast swings. If you
choose a graphite shaft, it will be lighter than steel but will be more costly. This type of club is used for
long distance shots or for slower swingers. Most golf clubs are available with both steel and graphite
shafts.
Keep in mind that graphite shafts will not only be lighter and easier to handle, they will also be more
forgiving if you have a bad shot. They absorb vibration and allow for a much better feeling shot. Plus,
you will pick up some distance because the speed of the swing will be greater due to the lighter
materials.
The flexibility of a shaft is referred to as flex, or bend. The less the bend in a shaft, the more control the
powerful swinger will have. On the other hand, beginners and those with less powerful swings
generally use a shaft with greater flexibility. The average swing speed is from 65 miles per hour for the
beginner up to over 100 miles per hour for powerful swingers.
When it comes to selecting a golf club driver, especially as a beginner, you will probably want one with
a head made out of titanium. Titanium is stronger, denser, and lighter than steel so the club head can be
made larger with the same amount of materials. The advantage to having a large head driver is there is
a larger “sweet spot” giving you more area to hit the ball with. With this type of golf club head, the club
will be much more forgiving if you miss hit the ball or have a bad shot.
The goal when buying golf clubs should be to own the best golf clubs you can afford, whether they are
name brands, used, or a reproduction of one of the name brands.

Golf Course
The game of golf is played on a golf course - obviously. But have you ever thought what goes into
making a good golf course? I mean, what makes a good golf course, and what makes a not-so-good
golf course? While we don't have the space to go through specific design layouts, we can touch on
some of the aspects of a golf course that makes it fun to play yet challenging too.
Like the miniature golf course, a regular golf course should be fun. You really can't add the fun
windmills or other hazards on a regular golf course, but you can use the natural elements of the land to
help build challenges into the layout.
Obviously, the first thing you're going to need is land. I mean, you're going to need A LOT of land! The
golf course must have some long yardage holes as well as some shorter yardage holes. However, most
golfers will agree that having mostly longer holes is a great challenge. But they also need those short
par 3s for a little ego boost!
Having several sand bunkers is a great way to present challenge on the golf course. Most bunkers are
located around the hole, but they can also be placed in the fairway for added headaches! Having to hit
out of the sand provides for all sorts of stroke modifications, and golfers love to have the challenge at
hand!
Water hazards are another great way to give golfers a challenge on the golf course. Natural lakes and
rivers can be found all over the place, but you can also create man-made water hazards by digging out a
large area and filling it with water - obviously! Water hazards make a player have to use finesse to
avoid them and make a golf course fun to navigate.
The golf course that we play most often used to be a cow pasture. The rolling hills that used to have
Holstein's instead of golf carts make this particular golf course a lot of fun to try and get “up and
down” on. Rolling hills cause a golf ball to - take a guess here - roll! You may have a great drive, but if
your ball lands on the side of a hill, it will either stick there making your shot hard or it will roll off the
side. Either way, this is another way to make a golf course challenging.
Natural trees and woods are also part of the golf course environment. There's nothing worse to hear on
a golf course than the sound of your ball hitting a tree. Then you have the fun task of trying to find out
where the ball landed. Did it go further in or did the tree propel it out into the fairway? Either way, you
have another great way to challenge yourself with natural elements.
Designing a golf course can be great fun - for both the designer as well as the player. Take in the
natural elements of your favorite golf course and then navigate through those hazards with a positive
attitude. Then you'll be having fun!

Golf Driving Range
Many golf courses have driving ranges. These driving ranges are instrumental in helping you improve
your game, and you should use them as much as you possibly can. Even though it's called a driving
range, you can practice all of your golf shots on the range. By taking advantage of this valuable tool
offered by your golf course, you are sure to improve your game.
In the game of golf, it's essential to know how far you are able to hit your clubs on a consistent basis.
By taking advantage of the golf driving range, you will get a great idea of how far your driver can go as
well as your 9 iron. Once you know how far you can hit your clubs, you will be able to practice some
great course management skills when you are out on the course.
Start out with a bucket of balls and your driver. Try out various stances and see which ones help you
drive the ball farther. Hit a lot of balls and pay close attention to what works and what doesn't. When
you find a shot you are pleased with, hit several more balls using that same technique to see if it was
just a fluke or if you can replicate it over and over again.
Then you should move to your fairway woods or your irons. Practice the same technique with these
clubs. You may have to buy another bucket - or bag on some courses - of balls, but believe me, it will
be well worth the money when you are able to effectively know what clubs will give you the yardage
you need and want.
Many golf courses have lighted driving ranges, so even if you can't play the course, you can still work
on your swing in the evening hours. Many people find that having a lighted driving range can help
them work on their swing at inconvenient hours when daylight has left but they still feel the desire to
swing a club.
One point you need to keep in mind when on the golf driving range is that you are playing in perfect
conditions. There are no hills, there are no hazards, and you are concentrating to the best of your
ability. Just because you can hit a 300 yard drive on the range doesn't necessarily mean you can do the
same on the course.
However, you can certainly learn a lot about your golf game when you are on the driving range. Don't
pass up the chance to practice as much as you can. Practicing is best done on the golf driving range, so
buy a bucket of balls and whack away. You never know what you'll find out!

Golf Equipment
When it comes to golf equipment, you have a lot of choices. There are multiple brands and styles of
golf equipment that you can use, but it can be confusing as to what you really need to play a good game
of golf. Let's take a look at some of the equipment that most golfers consider essential.
Of course, your most important pieces of golf equipment are your clubs. You will want to take care to
choose clubs that are suited to your style of golf. They should be easy to handle and designed toward
your height. Beginners and experts alike should lean towards the lighter graphite shafts and titanium
heads so that you have maximum forgiveness in the event of a bad shot.
You will want to have a full set of clubs. That means you'll need a driver, a 3 wood, a 5 wood, a full set
of irons (from 3 to 9), a sand wedge, and a putter. That's the minimum. You can also add other clubs to
your arsenal as you become more proficient at the game. You can include a 1 iron for fairway shots as
well as a lob wedge for getting out of the deep rough.
The golf ball really can be a very important piece of golf equipment. Depending on what you are
looking for, you can find balls that will improve your distance, your spin, or your performance. Look
for balls that are a bit softer - like a balata. Also find a ball with lower compression - especially if you
are a beginner.
If you've never given thought to your golf tees as part of your golf equipment, now's the time to start.
There are actually many types of tees that you can choose from - each with their own advantages. There
are long tees when you need to have the ball teed up high, short tees for those tee box iron shots, and
even three-pronged tees for stability. In fact, the three-pronged tee was the first type of golf tee that was
used in the early years of golf.
If you like the idea of carrying your clubs around in one bundle, I guess you can just go ahead.
However, a golf bag sure makes carrying your clubs around much easier. Plus, with a good golf bag,
you can also carry your tees, your balls, some hand sanitizer, snacks, your cell phone, and anything else
you think is necessary.
Because the golf swing requires a certain amount of stability, you will also want to add some golf shoes
to your golf equipment list. Golf shoes have cleats on the bottom that allow you to maintain your
footing while swinging. This can be so very important as you are moving your body to hit the ball. Golf
shoes help you stay balanced and keep your feet “grounded” if you will.
There are definitely all sorts of golf equipment that you can buy and use when playing the wonderful
game of golf. Just don't go overboard and concentrate on the basics to begin with. Then when you get
better, you can add all of the newest gadgets to your bag and see if that golf equipment will help you
lower your score!

Golf for Entertainment
We live in a stressful world, so it's only natural that we look for new venues of entertainment to ease
our minds. You can get a lot of entertainment when you play the game of golf. Especially if you're
willing to have a little fun with it!
Some people get plenty of entertainment when they simply play the game of golf. But it can be made so
much more fun when you put twists on regular games. You can modify the way you play and get a lot
more enjoyment from the game.
For example, why not play a game of “monkey golf”. For this game, you put slips of paper in a hat that
bears the name of each club in a normal bag. Players pick out a slip of paper and they have to use only
that club for the entire round. The entertainment possibilities here are endless as you can imagine a
person driving off the tee with a putter or chipping with a driver!
You can find great entertainment in the golf game when you play a little night golf. Golf courses aren't
lighted, but you can get glow in the dark balls and have grease pots on the greens so you can see where
you're going - well, sort of. It's great fun to drive your ball and then have to navigate in the dark to see
where it went! Let's hope you didn't slice into the woods!
A friendly game of Wolf is hilarious entertainment. With this game, you have the option of picking
players to be on your team based on how they hit the ball. Teams can change often. But the most fun of
this game is when a player is putting to win the hole. The other players are allowed to do anything they
want as long as they don't touch the ball. That leaves the field wide open. You can cover the player's
eyes, place obstacles in front of the hole - the possibilities are endless - and great fun!
Some friendly side bets can also increase the entertainment value of the golf game. Try making these
bets with dares instead of money. Wouldn't it be funny to make your opponent play with his or clothes
turned inside out if they don't make that putt? Use your imagination and be creative - however, keep it
G-rated. The golf course is, after all, a public place!
Finding entertainment on the golf course is actually quite easy when you think outside of the proverbial
box. Just remember that the whole point of a friendly game is to have fun. So go out and do it!

Golf Instruction
There are many ways you can go about receiving instruction for your golf game. Many of use - even
those who have been golfing for a long time - can benefit from some type of golf instruction. The good
news is that there are all sorts of options you can pursue to get effective teaching on the golf game.
There are many different ways you can go about receiving golf instruction. Most golf clubs have club
pros on staff who are more than happy to offer lessons for a fee. The advantage to instruction like this
is that you get one on one advice as well as specific fixes to your swing tailored to how your body
moves.
Golf seminars and schools are often found in many places around the country. Professional instructors
often travel around the country holding week long golf schools on local courses.
This type of golf instruction is also advantageous because you are utilizing the skills and knowledge of
a golf professional.
A student-s success comes from having an instructor that that he or she can relate to, understand, and
can ultimately see improvement in their own game. In some cases students enjoy instructors who are
rigorous and demanding while others enjoy an instructor who is patient and pushes the student at a
slower rate.
Find an instructor that you are comfortable with and who has the credentials and experience to
effectively provide the golf instruction you need. Ask questions before you sign up. Where did the
instructor get his or her training? What kind of scores does he or she make on a consistent basis? You
will want someone who knows what he or she is talking about so you don-t get bad advice and training.
Believe it or not, you can find some great golf instruction online at various websites in articles
published by professionals in the game. These articles address specific parts of the golf game, so if you
are looking for a way to improve your stance or get more distance from your drive, you can certainly
find it online!
If you want to get better at the game of golf, you can-t go wrong when you seek out golf instruction.
There are a lot of people who have learned about the game both in seminars as well as through playing.
Above all, the most important part of golf instruction is to get out on the course and test out what
you've been told. Learning through doing might be the best instructor of all.

Golf School
So you've decided to take up golf and think that you may want to attend a golf school to learn about the
game and the mechanics of the game. There are many, many golf schools to choose from that you may
find yourself overwhelmed and unsure which way to turn. How do you find the best golf school for
your needs?
First, consider the cost. Obviously, you won't want to “break the bank” on a golf school that you can't
afford. See what they charge and compare that cost to what they offer as well as what's included in the
price. The more perks included in the package, the more valuable the golf school will be for you.
You may want to find a golf school that caters to your specific situation. They do have specific schools
that teach only women, only seniors, or only youth. These types of golf schools are located all over the
country and can be great if you want someone to specifically address the problems or limitations that
your situation might include.
What type of credentials does a particular golf school have? Are they sanctioned by one of the major
golf associations? How are their instructors taught? A good golf school doesn't have to be run by a
famous golfer, but it should have instructors who have taken accredited courses on the effective
teaching strategies that they need to know.
Class size, practice time, and techniques taught should also be considerations when you choose a golf
school. If you will be put into a class of a hundred students, you won't get as much one on one time
with the instructor as if you were put in a class of 5.
Golf schools are often affiliated with country clubs and run through them. Some are resort based where
students stay at the resort in a vacation setting and receive daily lessons. Some instructors will travel
the country making stops at various country clubs where they will conduct week long schools for
instruction.
There are many places you can go to when you are looking for a golf school. Many golf publications
will feature golf schools prominently in their advertisements and they generally list the itineraries of
the traveling instructors. Your local golf club will probably have information about golf schools in the
area and even out of the area. Of course, you can also utilize the Internet when you are looking for a
golf school. There are all sorts of websites that can guide you toward a golf school that will fit your
needs and get you well on the way to a great golf game.

Golf Shoes
Many golfers don't give much thought to their golf shoes. After all, they're just footwear, right? No,
that's wrong. Actually, your golf shoes can make the difference between a good golf swing and a great
golf swing. You will also want to pick a golf shoe that is healthy for you and your feet. I bet you've
never really thought about how to pick a healthy golf shoe. Neither have I until now.
First and foremost, take your time when shopping for golf shoes. Put them on and walk around in them
to make sure they feel good on your feet and that you can move about without any restraints or
discomfort.
Feet do expand, so when you go to shop for your golf shoes, do so after walking for about 20 minutes
or so. It's for this reason specifically that it's better to shop for golf shoes or any shoes for that matter in
the afternoon rather than in the morning.
When you shop for your golf shoes, you should wear the style of socks that you would normally wear
on the golf course. This way, you will know you will be comfortable on the golf course while wearing
your golf shoes and not have to worry about discomfort during your backswing.
There are all types of golf shoes available these days. No longer are you restricted to oxford-style.
Manufacturers are now making golf sandals, golf boots, and even golf shoes that really resemble tennis
shoes. The cleats on these types of shoes can be quite different so be sure that when you buy a golf
shoe, it's going to give you the results that you are looking for.
Depending on your budget, you will be able to find golf shoes in all sorts of different price ranges. The
general rule of thumb is that you should buy the best pair of golf shoes that you can possibly afford. If
you go for the cheapest pair, you will probably have to replace them within a short period of time.
However, if you can afford the extra twenty dollars, go ahead and upgrade just a bit and have them last
just a bit longer.
Golf shoes may not be first and foremost on your mind when you are thinking about what you need to
be a good golfer, but the right pair of golf shoes can really make a difference in your golf game. You
want to be comfortable, you want to have stability, but most of all, you want to look good now don't
you? Seriously, though, find a good pair of golf shoes and then put them to use on the links. Then see
how much they make a difference when you are swinging your club on the first tee!

Golf Swing
The golf swing is probably one of the most frustrating parts of the game of golf. People are constantly
modifying their swing to get more distance or to correct problems like a slice or a hook. Really, though,
the golf swing is just a matter of mechanics and putting body motions together in the right way to be
consistent. But experienced golfers know this is easier said than done. What are the basics of a good
golf swing?
* Your stance should be about shoulder width apart and your feet should be pointing slightly out but not
too much!
* Let your arms hang naturally down from your body and place the club behind the ball. If your
shoulders hunch or you have tension in your arms, you are probably too close to the ball. Stand back a
little bit.
* Place about 70 percent of your body weight on your back leg.
* Straighten your spine and have a bit of bend in your knees.
* Keep your eye on the ball during your entire swing
* Grip the club as if you are holding a small, delicate bird. You want to keep the bird in your hands, but
you don't want to crush it either. That's how you should hold your club.
* A good golf swing will be a fluid, easy motion with your shoulders turning slightly in the backswing
and your follow-through complete.
* Make sure you keep your feet planted and slow down in your backswing. Most problems with a golf
swing are cause by swinging too quickly in the back swing and then not accelerating through the ball.
* You will want to hit the ball in the “sweet spot” or the center of the club. Hitting it anyplace else will
cause your ball to travel in directions that you really don't want it to go in.
* Then grip it and rip it!
It might help for you to take a lesson or two on the golf swing or even watch the way the pros do it on
television. There are numerous articles that exist on the Internet that can help you with your golf swing,
so always look for information and take as much advice as you can get.
Learning to swing a golf club takes years of practice as any avid golfer will tell you. There are “a
hundred” things to know and they all have to be working in exactly the right ways at exactly the right
time to a have a good, consistent golf swing. Sometimes this just doesn't happen, but when it does, it
certainly is a great feeling!

Golf Tips
People are always on the lookout for tips to make their golf game better. Golf isn't an easy sport to
master. Those of us who love the game know that the more information you have regarding the swing,
course management, putting, etc. the more chance you have of playing better. That's why we will take
golf tips from almost anyone who's willing to offer.
So what kind of golf tips can we offer up in this article? Space is limited, so we'll try to focus only on
those tips that are most asked for. First, if you have a bad temper, you probably shouldn't take up golf.
We're just kidding, really. Actually, golf can be good for your mental state. You may find that you can
take out your frustration on the golf course in productive ways and perhaps you can gain better control
of that temper!
Since most people have trouble with their setup, our first set of golf tips will deal with the setup.
* Position your body so your body is parallel with the target line
* Your feet should be shoulder width apart
* With short irons, put the ball in the center of your stance
* Middle irons should have the ball placed one ball toward the target side from center
* For long irons and fairway woods, place the ball two ball lengths toward the target from center
* The ball should be three ball lengths toward the target from center
* Balance your weight on the balls of your feet
* Bend your knees slightly and keep your spine straight
* Move your body from the hips and make it a smooth, fluent motion
Keep your eye on the ball until well after you complete your follow-through swing. If you don't do this,
you will have a tendency to stand up on the ball which will cause you to top the ball. Do this with all
shots. Look at the back of the ball and don't take your eyes off of it until it's natural to look and see
where the ball has gone.
When putting, the best golf tips we can offer up are:
* Visualize the path your ball will travel so that it will go in the hole
* Read the green and take into account any dips that may cause your ball to change its direction. Then
you can compensate with your aim.
* The putting swing is a smooth, pendulum-like action with no wrist break. You will swing with your
shoulders and should always keep your head down.
* Be sure you put enough speed on the ball so that you will actually make it to the hole. There's nothing
worse than coming up short on a putt. These lead to three putt disasters and can be very frustrating!
There are all sorts of golf tips out there to be found. Take any tips on your golf game that you can find
and then try them out to see if they work. You can never have too many tips if you really want to make
your golf game better.

Golf Tournaments
Golf tournaments are great competitive events where you can both have fun as well as challenge your
golf game along with others. There are hundreds and hundreds of golf tournaments held all over the
world both for professionals as well as amateurs. Even local organizations have golf tournaments.
For male professionals, there are four major golf tournaments that are held each year. They are:
1. The Masters
2. The U.S. Open
3. The British Open
4. PGA Championship
Female professionals have their own four major golf tournament each year. They are:
1. Kraft Nabisco Championship (formerly the Dinah Shore Tournament)
2. LPGA Championship
3. U.S. Women's Open
4. Women's British Open
Of course, amateur golfers will have golf tournaments as well including the U.S. Amateur
Championship for men and women as well as juniors. Amateur seniors and amateur professionals also
have specific golf tournaments they participate in to gain experience and even notoriety.
Professional golf tournaments are almost all held the same way. There are two days of qualifying
rounds after which the bottom players are cut. Then there are two more days of competition. Each
round is 18 holes.
Open golf tournaments, such as the U.S. Open, are held to try and give amateurs the chance to break
into the field of professional golf. Golfers participate in a series of smaller tournaments to qualify for
the Open where they proceed to the big tournament where they compete against professionals. The last
amateur to win a U.S. Open was back in 1933.
Amateurs also get the chance to play in the big golf tournaments. The Masters Golf tournament invites
the winners of several prestigious events to participate in the big one. That includes the winner of the
U.S. and British Amateur Championships.
Most local golf tournaments are held to raise money for specific organizations or for charities. Anyone
can participate and they can be quite fun. Most of the local golf tournaments are one, maybe two, day
events and consist of one 18 hole round. Prizes maybe awarded for skins, long drive, and long putt, to
name a few. A lot of local golf tournaments are flighted meaning that participants are separated into
classes according to ability. Many are also scramble or best ball format.
When you are a regular participant in golf tournaments, you can see why the pros love them so much.
Although you won't be receiving the same big paycheck that they do, you can sure have a lot of fun!

Golf Training Aids
There are literally hundreds and hundreds of different golf training aids on the market these days.
Golfers will spend hundreds of dollars on the latest golf gadgets in hopes for a better golf game. Do
these golf training aids work the way they are advertised? Perhaps.
There are more golf swing training aids now than ever before. They are rampant and golfers chomp at
the bit when a new one comes out. The only problem is are they effective at curing your swing fault.
Here are a couple of golf swing training aids:
* The Medicus Golf Club is a swing trainer that is specific to many swing faults and can give you
immediate feedback. It has been around for a very long time and has been endorsed by Davis Love III
for many years.
* Golf swing plane training aids can specifically help you get a feel for the proper swing plane for your
body size. These also have stood the test of time and are used on many driving ranges as a teaching
tool.
Putting is no doubt one of the most important parts of the golf game. That's why another essential golf
training aid that will benefit your golf game is some type of putting trainer. There certainly many to
choose from, but pick one that specifically addresses your putting flaws.
* A putting track is a great golf training aid. This contraption helps keep your putter in a straight motion
and really can improve your putting skills by giving stability to your putting stroke.
* Many people have seen golf putting mats, and they can be good training aids for your putting game.
These are just mats usually made of astro turf with holes or cups at the end that simulate a putting
green. The golf putting mat is a great way to work on your putting game in the cold months when you
can't get on the course!
Finally, you may want to use a golf training aid to improve your golf swing speed. There are also many
of these out on the market, but keep in mind that swing speed isn't everything. A good, effective golf
stroke is smooth and calculated and doesn't necessarily depend wholly on the speed of your stroke so
much as your form and strength.
There are many, many golf training aids available to help what's ailing in your golf game. Some of
them really do help, but others prove ultimately to be a waste of money as well as time when using
them. Do some research on golf training aids and choose wisely. Then, hopefully, watch your golf
game improve!

Golf Vacation
If you love golf, a golf vacation might be something that you like to do on a regular basis. For the avid
golfer, the thought of going on vacation where you do nothing but golf is the idea of heaven. Here are a
few things to consider before you take your next golf vacation.
First, it's always good to go on vacation with people who share your love of golf. Most often a golf
vacation turns into a buddy trip, but there's really nothing wrong with that. But make sure that you pick
a destination that everyone can agree on. Take a vote if you must, but be sure everyone wants to go to
the same place and that everyone can afford it.
You will also want to take into consideration everyone's playing abilities when you plan a golf
vacation. Someone with a 3 handicap will enjoy a challenging course while a person with a 13
handicap will likely just get frustrated and mad on the same course.
As a general rule when planning a golf vacation, you should consider the courses first and the
accommodations next. Resorts, especially those with quality golf courses, are expensive. But all in all,
if golf is a main purpose or highlight of your trip, decide where you want to play first, and then decide
on accommodations. You can take a golf vacation where you stay at a hotel to gain access to a course
and then move to a less expensive hotel later. It's an inconvenience to have to repack and move during
the trip, but can be well worth it in order to play top courses while not spending the entire vacation at
posh resort prices.
Even if you are staying at a resort hotel which gives you access to its courses, find out how far ahead of
your arrival date you can book tee times. All courses have specific rules for when they will make tee
times, which you should take note of and follow carefully.
Some courses even have specific times you must call to reserve your time (e.g., between 7 and 9 a.m.
on the Thursday eight days before the weekend you wish to play), though most guidelines are usually
more general (e.g., a week before you wish to play or up to sixty days ahead).
You should book as far as ahead as possible, especially for high demand courses. Even as a resort
guest, if the course is popular, you may be out of luck if you wait until a few days before arrival or
check-in time to get a tee time
Once you've embarked on your golf vacation and are ready to play the courses you've chosen, don't just
jump right in with the excitement that we know you feel. You must take time to get a feel for the course
and stretch properly. Arrive at the course well before your tee time to avoid feeling rushed and look
around. Check out the scorecard to see the layout of the course and perhaps talk to the course pro to see
if he or she has any advice for you.
A golf vacation is a great way for the golfer to enjoy some of the best courses our country has to offer.
So plan carefully and then get out there and have some fun.

Professional Golf
As with any other sport golf also does have a professional level. The difference between playing
professional golf and amateur golf, however, can be a very fine line. There are a lot of amateur golfers
that can score at the professional level, however, they are unable to do it consistently and often miss out
on the tournaments that can qualify them to get on the tour.
Nonetheless, it is a dream of many golfers to play professional golf one day and make a living doing
something that they truly, truly love. Your office is the course, and your co-workers are people who
love the game just as much as you do. You share common interests at the professional level of golf and
it can be a very satisfying career. But isn't that obvious?
Qualifying to play professional golf is another story altogether. The field is very competitive and it can
be extremely difficult to break through. Some people try their whole lives to qualify and always come
up short. It takes a lot of practice, a lot of dedication, and an ability to take a lot of disappointment to
play professional golf, so know what you're in for!
To get started playing professional golf, you will first have to qualify for “Q School” or Qualifying
School. Q Schools are annual qualifying tournament for leading golf tours like the PGA and the LPGA.
In Q School, a fixed number of players win membership to the tour for the following season. In
professional golf, this is referred to as your “tour card”. You will then be able to play in most of the
tour's events without having to qualify.
Getting through the Q school is very competitive and most professional golfers never achieve it. There
can be up to four stages to negotiate each of them like a regular golf tournament with only a small
number of players going on to the next state. The final qualifying school may be played over up to six
rounds compared with the standard four rounds in a professional golf tournament. However, players
who are successful at Q school can reach the elite level of competition very quickly.
You can also qualify to play professional golf in other ways. Finishing near the top of the money list on
the tour's developmental tour, winning a tournament on the tour after qualifying or as a sponsor's
invitee, or winning enough money on multiple events on the tour to meet whatever criteria the tour may
lay down for promotion to full membership. This last one was how Tiger Woods gained his first tour
card.
Playing professional golf is not an easy career to pursue, but it is a great way to make a living!
Persistence, patience, and a great game of golf can all get you on your way to playing professional golf,
but be realistic and know that it will take time.

Taylor Made Golf Club: The Metalwoods Phenomenon
Taylor Made golf clubs are into leading the combined driver, iron counts and fairway wood at PGA
tournaments. The advancement of the metal wood technology employed by Taylor Made golf clubs
make it possible to each player to have a his own club. This metalwood technology created famous
clubs in the form of Pittsburgh Persimmon, Tour Preferred, Burner, and Burner Bubble, each is
considered a high performance piece of device. With titanium clubheads, Taylor Made clubs are very
strong but extremely light to use.
Taylor Made's metalwood golf clubs boast of the following models with features that surely makes
each golf club a hit to golfers:
R7 Fairway Woods is the Taylor Made golf club, which is with Taylor Made Launch Control (TLC)
Port. TLC cartridges can be installed and removed to permit users in changing the CG location to vary
the degrees of draws and fades that will consequently promote more accuracy and distance.
R5 Titanium Fairway is another Taylor Made golf club that has a titanium clubhead that is very easy to
hit. It has permanent TLC cartridges that facilitate the launching of the ball high, long and straight for
the players who would rather not change cartridges.
V Steel Fairway Woods claims its having the ultimate combination of power, accuracy and versatility.
It is the Taylor Made golf club that attributes its excellence to its V-shaped sole that improves the force
of how the sole interacts with the turf at impact.
Rescue Dual is a Taylor Made club that has double TLC ports that are widely spaced for increased
forgiveness on incurring mis-hits. It has a new T-shaped sole that is responsible for the increased
clubhead stability and decreased drag at impact that in turn promotes better accuracy and distance. With
its low center of gravity (CG), it's a lot easier to launch than a long-iron and this makes shots higher
and longer.
Rescue Dual TP, with dual TLC port and Taylor Made's movable weight technology,is best known to
promote the variation of degrees of draw and fade. Further off, it makes for greater forgiveness. The
difference between Rescue Dual and Rescue Dual TP is that TP has a higher center of gravity (CG)
position that allows a lower, piercing ball flight that many experienced golf players find easier to
manipulate.
Rescue Mid is said to be Taylor Made's breakthrough utility club that is engineered to be easier to use
than a long-iron while displaying prowess in providing better distance. This golf club's excellent
performance is from its way of uniting a high flash of inertia with a lower, deeper center of gravity.
This creates maximum forgiveness on mishits, high launch angle and high spin for high, long shots that
quickly stops.
Rescue Fairway is the Taylor Made golf club that indulges in its having a low profile that is responsible
for its low and deep center of gravity (CG). It is made to smooth the progress of hitting the ball high,
long and straight. This golf club is crafted with double sole that improves playability from a variety of
lies. Taylor Made engineered it to launch a high angle with high spin for long-carrying shots that surely
impress each player.

The History of Golf
The history of golf is a debate as to whether the game was invented by the Chinese, the Dutch, or the
Scottish. A game somewhat similar to golf was first mentioned in Dongxuan Records which is a
Chinese book of the Eleventh Century. It was also mentioned in the year 1297 in the Netherlands where
the Dutch played a game with a stick and a leather ball. Whoever hit the ball in a target several
hundreds of meters away the least number of times, won.
However, the Scots are generally adamant that the game of golf was a Scottish invention on St.
Andrews golf course. The name “golf” is a derivative of the Dutch word “kolf” however, so as for who
really invented the game, we say who really cares!
It really doesn't matter who actually invented the game, but what does matter is how the history of golf
has evolved over the years. Golf courses have not always had eighteen holes. St. Andrews began with
eleven holes dictated by the topography of the land the course was located on. Players would play the
eleven holes out and then back in to total 22 holes. Later, several of the holes were deemed too short
and were combined with each other. That reduced the number from 11 down to 9 so a complete round
of golf was comprised of 18 holes.
By 1744, the game of golf had become wildly popular. So much so that a group of men called
Gentlemen Golfers decided that a set of rules must be laid out for fair play. They came up with a list of
thirteen guidelines on playing the game.
Major changes since the 19th century have occurred in the equipment needed for play. Better mowers
made greens easier to play on. Golf balls designs would evolve by using rubber and man-made
materials which made the ball fly longer on a drive. The wooden golf tee would make the drive easier.
No discussion of golf history would be complete without talking about the advances made in golf
clubs. Metal shafts came about in the 1930s and most drivers were made of wood which is why they
are called woods today even though they are most commonly made these days of metal or titanium.
The golf shaft design has also gravitated towards graphite which is lighter and makes the club easier to
swing.
When referring to the history of golf, we can debate exactly where the game originated, but the game of
golf as we know it today, most certainly came about in Scotland. Even if we're wrong, we do still have
this wonderful game and most of us are very glad about that!
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SHOP FOR GOLFING SUPPLIES
GOLF ACCESSORIES
GOLF CLUBS
GOLF CLUB DRIVERS
FAIRWAY WOOD
HYBRID CLUBS
IRON CLUBS
WEDGE CLUBS
PUTTER CLUBS
GOLF CLUB SETS
MEN'S
WOMEN'S
JUNIORS

GOLF BAGS
BAG ACCESSORIES
GOLF CART BAGS
GOLF STAND BAGS
GOLF HARD CASES
GOLF LUGGAGE
GOLF TRAVEL BAGS
GOLF BAG COVERS
MEN'S GOLF BAGS
WOMEN'S BAGS
JUNIOR GOLF BAGS
ACCESSORIES

GOLF APPAREL
MEN'S
WOMEN'S
JUNIOR
SHIRTS
SHORTS
OUTERWEAR
GOLF BELTS
GOLF SOCKS
GOLF GLOVES
POLO SHIRTS
UV ARM SLEEVES

MORE GOLFING SUPPLIES HERE
Thank You

GOLF HATS
GOLF VISORS
PUMA GOLF HATS
MIZUNO GOLF HATS
BLACK CLOVER
SUN MOUNTAIN
BACK 9 GOLF HATS
NIKE GOLF HATS
ADIDAS
TITLEIST
OAKLEY
GOLF SHOES

